Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 30 – February 1

Huawei USA © @HuaweiUSA 6h
HUAWEI HIAI brings greater intelligence to your users' digital lifestyles. See how.

HuaweiUSA © @HuaweiUSA 9h
With Huawei's HMS and HiAI, companies like AndroidTools can develop mobile applications to fit their customers' needs. Learn more.

HuaweiUSA © @HuaweiUSA - Jan 31
With Huawei’s HMS and HiAI, companies like AndroidTools can develop mobile applications to fit their customers' needs. Learn more.
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With Huawei’s HMS and HiAI, companies like AndroidTools can develop mobile applications to fit their customers' needs. Learn more.

HuaweiUSA © @HuaweiUSA - Jan 30
Qvest TV, the first-ever video streaming service dedicated to Jazz, Soul, Funk, & World Music is now available on Huawei Video. Check it out! bit.ly/SBqaqi

Huawei USA 5h
So you've heard about smart cars, but what about smart roads?

BLOOMBERG.COM
China's Huawei Develops Smart Roads That Talk to Driverless Cars
Hold your breath - the red dragonflies are a rare sight.
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